
CHAPTER 5

PREDICTING PRODUCTIVITY FROM SITE FACTORS.

In this chapter the relationships between productivity and the various site

factors other than those included in chapters 3 and 4 are described in detail.

Use is also made of regression techniques to derive regression equations for

predicting General Yield Class of Sitka spruce from all the estimated site

factors. Limited use is made of principal component analysis to illustrate some

of the more complex intercorrelations between the factors. Some effects of

elevation and exposure on tree form are also described.

5.1 Description of the data.

Frequency distributions for the site variables are shown in Figure 24 and

some of their means and standard deviations are given in Table 10. Soil depth

and rooting depth statistics for some of the more remote Forestry Commission

experiments were not available from their files and statistics relating to these

variables are based on 167 plots. For description of the climatic variables see

section 4.2.5.

The mean yield class of the plots was 14.0 and ranged from 27.0 to 6.2.

The mean value of 14.0 is about 2 m3 ha-’ yr-’ higher than the national mean

of 12 usually quoted for Sitka spruce. This is probably partly due to the

generally favourable soil conditions on many of the sites (sloping valleyside

sites) and the fact that a high proportion of the crops were relatively young

and had had modern silvicultural treatment applied. Some surprisingly high

values of GYC were recorded on low level sites in relatively exposed regions,

these being probably due to high levels of geomorphic shelter (eg. Ratagan,

Drumtochty).

Crop age varied from 10 years (only 7 observations in Forestry Commission

high elevation experiments) to 53 years. The majority of plots were between

15-30 years old. The values for angle of slope varied from 0 ’ to 36 ’ with the

majority of sites having slope values of 5-20 ’ . Annual rainfall values spanned

the range 1000 - 3600 mm yr-’ with a mean value of 1760 mm.

The most frequently recorded soil types were peaty gleys  and surface water
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Table 10. Ranges, means, medians and standard deviations of the
variables assessed.

MAX. MIN. MEAN MEDIAN S.D.

GYC 27.0 6.2 13.96 14 3.97

ELEVATION 650 40 366.3 380 136.9

WINDZONE 5 1 4

ASPECT 9 1 6

TOPEX 130 1 52.4 50 34.18

SLOPE 38 0 14.1 a.97

CROP AGE 57 10 26.5

13

22 13.2

TATTER RATE 14.4 (0.0) 8.48 8.87 2.69

ACC. TEMPERATURE 1374 560 976.8 960.5 145.3

SUMMER TEMP. 12.8 9.5 ii.28 11.2 0.67

TATTER (SEA-L)

ACC. TEMP. (S-L)

SUMMER TEMP. (S-L)

11.7 3.0 6.2 6.0 1.94

1190 1610 1505 1510 102.4

14.2 12.2

900

1

1

40.0

10.0

13.48 13.7 34.18

RAINFALL 1760 1760 602.6

PWD (class)

OCEANITY (class)

SOIL DEPTH

ROOTING DEPTH

3500

4

3

100

99.0

78.12

43.30

3

2

80.0

44.0

la.99

16.19
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gleys followed by flushed peats. Rooting depth varied from 10 cm to over 1 m

with the lowest values being recorded on peat soils. Soil depths for soils

other than deep peats varied from 40 cm to the maximum excavated depth of

100 cm.

5.2 Correlation analysis.

The correlation matrix for the data from all the plots is shown in Table 11.

A large proportion of the correlations were statistically significant. This is

partly due to the prior choice of factors, many of which had been shown to be

related to GYC in previous studies, and partly due to the large numbers of

sample plots. Two mains groups of highly significant correlations are apparent:

1. Intercorrelations between GYC, elevation, accumulated temperature,

summer temperature and tatter rate. These have been described in

detail in chapter 4.

2. Intercorrelations between crop age, topex, slope and rainfall.

The latter set of correlations is the result of a tendency for sites with old crops

to occur in areas of highly dissected terrain and relatively high rainfall (western

and central highlands), whilst younger crops occur more frequently on sites

with less geomorphic shelter and with rather lower rainfall (Caithness, Borders,

East Scotland). This probably reflects the pattern of early afforestation of the

uplands in which plantations were generally established only where a relatively

high degree of shelter existed. Latterly afforestation has taken place in more

exposed terrain.

Yield class was negatively correlated with rainfall. This is probably due to

the fact that high rainfall values are generally associated with higher elevation

sites (note the significant positive correlation between rainfall and elevation),

which in turn are characterised by low yield class values. Yield class and angle

of slope were significantly negatively correlated, probably because increasing

slope angle is associated with increasing elevation. Both slope and topex were

correlated with windzone  illustrating the tendency for “coastal” windzones to

be associated with low geomorphic shelter and slope values and “inland”

windzones to be associated with more dissected terrain.

Yield class was correlated with rooting depth though the coefficient (0.15)

was very low and was significant only at the 5 per cent level. There was no
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relationship between total soil depth and GYC.

5.3 Multiple regression analysis.

Multiple regression analysis was used to investigate the effects of the site

factors either singly or in combination and to derive predictive models.

Dummy variables were used to allow the effects of categorical (discrete)

variables to be estimated as well as those of metric ones (Nie et al. 1975). A

description of the use of dummy variables is given in Appendix 9.

One possible problem with multiple regression analysis is in selecting the

best multiple regression from the large number of equations that it is possible

to calculate. For example, it is possible to calculate over 1000 different

regression equations from a data set containing 10 predictor variables. If

transformations are included the number become practically l imitless.

Difficulties arise in attempting to sort through the calculated regressions in a

logical fashion whilst at the same time incorporating prior knowledge about the

relationships which the investigator may have.

One method of arriving at the “best” multiple regression is to use stepwise

regression techniques. In the following analyses a stepwise procedure was

used which selects in sequence those variables with the highest F-statistics,

rejecting those whose values fall below 4 at any point in the calculation

process. This means that the effects of all the variables are significant (P <

0.05 or greater). Other methods (algorithms) are available which would not

necessarily lead to the same end result. One disadvantage of stepwise

techniques is that many models will be calculated and in the process,

combinations of variables may be chosen which are well correlated with the

dependent variable but appear illogical to the investigator (Mead and Curnow

1983). Also sets of dummy variables cannot be treated in the same way as

single variables and therefore cannot be included. Stepwise techniques are

powerful exploratory tools but the results should not be regarded as unique

correct solutions but rather as bases from which to direct further analysis.

5.3.1 Strategy for multiple regression analysis.

Multiple regression analysis was carried out with the aim of deriving

models which accounted for the greatest proportion of the variation in GYC, in

which all the effects of the predictor variables were significant (P < 0.05 or
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greater), were logical and gave a reasonably complete picture of the properties

of a forest site. The strategy adopted was as follows:

1. To use stepwise  regression techniques to find the suitable models

which describe:

a. the change in GYC with increasing elevation and the geographical

pattern of this relationship, making use of the relationships

between GYC and climatic factors demonstrated in chapter 4.

b. the effect of the other quantitative site variables.

2. To investigate the effects of the qualitative (categorical) variables

by introducing them into the models chosen in 1. above by means of

dummy variables.

At stage (1) above, the variables included were: elevation, extrapolated

tatter and temperature values for the plots and sea-level values of estimated

tatter and accumulated temperature, geomorphic shelter (topex), slope, crop

age and rainfall. Stepwise  regression analysis was also carried out excluding

the extrapolated values of tatter rate and accumulated temperature. This was

done to provide an alternative form of model in which the effects of prior

assumptions made during the extrapolation process (lapse rates, the effects of

topex and aspect on tatter rate etc.) were largely excluded. Analysis of the

effects of rooting depth, and total soil depth were included in a separate

analysis.

At stage (2) above, the variables introduced were: soil type, aspect, PWD,

and oceanicity.

As is often the case with survey data, the X-variables listed above are not

independent of each other. The existence of correlations between the

X-variables does not invalidate the use of multiple regression analysis but it

does mean that problems are encountered in disentangling the effects of the

individual variables. Mead and Curnow (1983) state that multiple regression

techniques:

“are at their most powerful and useful when there are correlations among
the X-variables” and that it is the “only technique that takes proper account of
these correlations and dependencies”.
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5.3.2 Stepwise regression analysis.

Table 12 shows the results of stepwise  regression analysis for both the

complete data set and the data for the plots having received standard

silvicultural treatment. The first two variables chosen were estimated tatter

rate and estimated mean accumulated temperature, which together accounted

for 59 per cent and 78 per cent of the variation in GYC for the two data sets

(as described in chapter 4). This is a particularly efficient basic model because

a large proportion of the variation in GYC is account for by relatively few

predictor variables. It should be noted that although estimated tatter rate and

accumulated temperature appear as single variables, they are in fact

extrapolated from several other factors (see section 4.2.4). This means that

both of these variables have errors attached to them due to the extrapolation

process, the magnitude of which are largely unknown.

The next variable included was crop age with coefficients indicating that an

increase in crop age of 10 years is associated with an average decrease in

GYC of 0.9 - 1.2 m3 ha-’ yr-‘. This is presumably a reflection of the effects of

improved silvicultural practice on crop productivity over the age range of the

crops surveyed (planted 1935-l 970). Estimated tatter rate, accumulated

temperature and crop age together accounted for 72 per cent and 79 per cent

of the variation in GYC, which is fairly high for a three variable model.

The fourth step in the case of the complete data set included the effect of

angle of slope, this appearing as the fifth step for plots having received

modern silvicultural treatment. GYC decreased by 0.6 - 0.9 m3 ha-’ yr-’ for

every 10 degrees increase in slope angle. The fourth step in the case of plots

having received standard silvicultural treatment included a further negative

effect of increasing site windiness (sea-level tatter value). This is rather

illogical considering that this effect is already included in the estimates of

tatter rate and this variable was excluded in further analyses. The four variable

models (44; and 45 recalculated excluding sea-level tatter rate) accounted for

74 per cent and 80 per cent of the variation in GYC for the two data sets.

Stepwise regression analysis was also carried out excluding the

extrapolated values of tatter rate and accumulated temperature for the plots

(Table 13).

The first variable chosen was elevation, followed by sea-level tatter rate
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Table 12. Stepwise regressions including extrapolated values
of tatter and accumulated temperature.

COMPLETE DATA SET

STEP 1 2 3 4
CONSTANT -4.262 4.419 16.767 20.669

Acc.temp. 0.0187 0.0146 0.0100 0.0076
T-RATIO 12.75 10.46 7.90 5.58

Tatter -0.560 -1.036 -1.139
T-RATIO -7.41 -12.80 -13.86

Age -0.142 -0.120
T-RATIO -9.27 -7.63

Slope -0.090
T-RATIO -3.94

2.91 2.56 2.12 2.04
46.63 58.84 71.95 74.15

PLOTS WITH STANDARD SILVICULTURE

STEP
CONSTANT

3
13.083

4
10.683

5
14.109

Tatter
T-RATIO

-1.028 -0.906 -1.014
-12.37 -9.74 -9.70

Acc.temp.
T-RATIO

1 2
25.775 9.526

-1.252 -0.902
-14.46 -12.42

0.0134
10.58

0.0127 0.0162 0.0140
10.06 a.99 6.81

Age -0.084
T-RATIO -2.89

-0.091
-3.18

-0.33
-2.70

-0.088
-3.11

Tatt.s.1.
T-RATIO

-0.27
-2.18

Slope -0.059
T-RATIO -2.17

S 2.64 1.97 1.92 1.88 1.86
R' 59.88 77.77 79.04 80.10 80.76

Model 44

Model 45
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Table 13. Stepwise regressions excluding extrapolated values
of tatter and accumulated temperature.

COMPLETE DATA SET

STEP 1
CONSTANT 20.34

Elevation -0.0174
T-RATIO -10.25

Tatt.s.1
T-RATIO

2
33.07

-0.0299
-16.21

3 4 5
13.98 14.41 17.16

-0.0348 -0.0354 -0.0354
-19.19 -19.61 -20.62

-1.31 -1.22 -1.26 -1.27
-10.09 -10.36 -10.72 -11.41

Temp.s.1 0.0135 0.0131 0.0119
T-RATIO 6.69 6.54 6.21

Topex 0.0123 0.0386
T-RATIO 2.48 5.16

Age
T-RATIO

-0.086
-4.53

S 3.18 2.56 2.30 2.27 2.16
R' 36.10 58.78 66.84 67.92 71.17

PLOTS WITH STANDARD SILVICULTURE

STEP 1 2
CONSTANT 21.36 33.82

Elevation -0.0190 -0.0315
T-RATIO -9.87 -14.21

Tatt.s.1 -1.29
T-RATIO -8.10

Temp.s.1
T-RATIO

3
10.21

-0.0388
-18.88

-1.28
-9.73

4
10.70

5
12.02

-0.0381 -0.0394
-20.41 -20.53

-1.19
-9.83

-1.28
-10.22

0.0175 0.0155 0.0161
7.99 7.69 a.04

Topex 0.0395 0.0478
T-RATIO 5.57 6.11

Age -0.072
T-RATIO -2.35

S 3.20 2.65 2.20 1.99 1.96
R2 41.03 59.93 72.60 77.66 78.53

Model 46

Model 47
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and sea-level accumulated temperature values. This gives a simple basis for a

model, with GYC declining at about 3.6 - 3.9 m3 ha-’ yr-’ per 100 m increase

in elevation, by 1.27 m3 ha-’ yr-’ for every 1 cm2 day-’ increase in sea-level

tatter rate and by 1.2 -1.6 m3 ha-’ yr-’ for every 100 day-degree decrease in

sea-level accumulated temperature.

The fourth step included the effect of geomorphic shelter (topex). An

increase in topex of 10 points is associated with an increase in GYC of about

0.4 - 0.5 m3 ha-’ yr-‘. The fifth step included the effect of crop age, with GYC

decreasing by about 0.9 - 1.1 m3 ha-’ yr-’ for every 10 yrs increase in age. All

the effects described above are apparently logical and between them account

for a reasonably high proportion of the variation in GYC (71 - 79%).

Models 44 and 46 (complete data set) and 45 and 47 (plots with standard

silviculture) were selected for inclusion in further analysis.

5.3.2.1 The effect of soil depth and rooting depth.

Stepwise regression analysis was carried out for the data set of 167 plots

for which complete records of soil and rooting depth were available. The

techniques and variables included were identical to those in section 5.3.2 above

but also included rooting depth and total soil depth. The only significant

relationship demonstrated by stepwise regression analysis was between GYC

and rooting depth when analysis was as follows:

GYC = 17.3 - O.O35(elevation)  - l.l5(tatter  s.1.)  + O.Oll(acc. temp. sl.)

+ O.O29(rooting  depth) - O.O94(crop  age) + O.O34(topex)  . . . (48)

The coefficient for rooting depth indicates that an increase in rooting depth of

10 cm is associated on average with an increase in GYC of 0.3 m3 ha-’ yr-‘. It

should be noted that rooting depth could not easily be used as a predictor for

GYC for the assessment of bare land for planting. Total soil depth was not

significantly correlated with productivity.

5.3.3 Effect of categorical variables.

The following factors were treated as categorical variables: aspect, soil

type, PWD (class), Oceanicity (class). These were introduced into the best

regression models produced by stepwise regression analysis ie. models 44-47.

The variables were included in the regression models by estimating their
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effects using dummy variables. A description of the use of dummy variables is

given in Appendix 9. Testing the significance of the effect of including a set of

dummy variables can be done by summing the sums of squares for each of the

dummy variables, dividing by degrees of freedom for the dummy variables (n-l)

and comparing this with the root mean square error of the model, as for a

standard f-test.

The equations derived are shown in Table 14 and 15 and the coefficients

for the categorical variables are illustrated in Figures 25 and 26. Tables 14 and

15 give the deviation of coefficients for each category from the average values

of the coefficients for all the categories for each equation. This means that

instead of comparing each category (soil type, aspect etc.) with its appropriate

reference category, it is compared with the average of all categories. Thus the

coefficients for the categories given in Tables 14 and 15 give estimates of the

deviation from average in m3 ha-’ yr-’ associated with each category. For

example according to the analysis carried out using model 49, the effect of an

east-facing aspect is to increase GYC by 1.49 m3 ha-’ yr-’ whereas that of a

south-west aspect is to reduce GYC by 1.00 m3 ha-’ vr-‘. Similarly according

to the analysis carried out using model 51, the effect of a brown earth is to

increase GYC by 2.18 m3 ha-’ yr-’ whereas an unflushed peat reduces growth

by 2.03 m3 ha-’ yr-‘. Figures 25 and 26 show the same effects in graphical

form for the complete data set.

5.3.3.1 Aspect

The effect of aspect was first estimated by assigning one dummy variable

to each aspect category (eight compass points, valley bottom sites and hilltop

sites - see model 49). The coefficients for the compass points varied from

about + 1.5 on east and north-east facing sites to -1.0 on south-west and

north-west facing sites. The values for the different aspects are plotted in

Figure 25 which shows that the pattern is roughly sinusoidal, with the highest

values generally occurring on east facing sites and the lowest on west facing

sites. South-east facing sites deviate from this pattern by showing low values

of productivity (-0.73). Valley bottom sites showed a coefficient of +1.63 and

hilltop sites -1.80.

A similar pattern is also shown by models 54 and 57 in which the effects of

the different soil types are also included. However in these models the number
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Table 14a. Coefficients and R2 values for models including
categorical variables aspect and soil type;
complete data set.

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT

Model No 49 50 51

CONSTANT
ELEVATION
TATTER
TATTER S.L.
ACC. TEMP.
ACC. TEMP. S.L.
TOPEX
SLOPE
SIN ASPECT
COS ASPECT
CROP AGE

19.61
-0.0341

-1.25

0.0100
0.0469

-0.108

19.30
-0.0334

-1.17

0.0098
0.0433

1.160
0.291

-0.102

19.06
-0.339

-1.12

0.0101
0.0278

-0.129

ASPECT CATEGORY
N
NE
E
SE
S
SW
W
NW

LEVEL - VALLEY
LEVEL - HILL

aspect sig. level

0.17
1.44
1.49

-0.73
0.66

-1.00
-0.81
-1.03
1.63

-1.80
***

1.49
-1.95
*?+*

SOIL CATEGORY
Brown earth
Pods01
Iron pan
Peaty gley
S. W. gley
Basin bog
Flushed peat
Unflushed peat
Skeletal

soil sig. level

2.18
-0.30
-0.09
0.06
1.02

-1.17
-0.55
-2.03
0.84
***

TOTAL R"/o 77.5 76.2 74.7

(1 figures in brackets indicate illogical values usually due
to low numbers of observations in that category.
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Table 14a. (cant)

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT

Model No 52 53 54

CONSTANT
ELEVATION
TATTER
TATTER S.L.
ACC. TEMP.
ACC. TEMP. S.L.
TOPEX
SLOPE
SIN ASPECT
COS ASPECT
CROP AGE

ASPECT CATEGORY
N
NE
E
SE
S
SW
W
NW

LEVEL - VALLEY
LEVEL - HILL

aspect sig. level

SOIL CATEGORY
Brown earth
Podsol
Iron pan
Peaty gley
S. W. gley
Basin bog
Flushed peat
Unflushed peat
Skeletal

soil sig. level

TOTAL R'%

19.25 20.95 19.75
-0.0320 -0.0330

-1.02
-1.02 -1.090

0.0083
0.0081 0.0082
0.0332 0.0354

-0.107

-0.127

1.17
0.328
-0.109 -0.121

0.97
-1.73
***

0.74
0.52
1.95

(-1.54)
1.01

-0.49
-0.74
-0.93
1.05

-1.41
***

2.21 2.04 2.95
-0.14 0.28 0.11
0.17 0.41 -0.09

-0.04 0.36 0.09
0.70 1.07 1.36

-0.96 -2.15 (-2.09)
-0.65 -0.44 -0.77
-1.97 -1.89 -1.63
0.65 0.35 (1.90)
*** ** **

77.6 79.3 81.6
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Table 14b. Coefficients and R2 values for models including
categorical variables aspect and soil type; plots
with standard silviculture.

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT

Model No 55 56 57

CONSTANT
ELEVATION
TATTER
TATTER S.L.
ACC. TEMP.
ACC. TEMP. S.L.
TOPEX
SLOPE
SIN ASPECT
COS ASPECT
CROP AGE

19.11
-0.0369

-1.21

0.0114
0.0399

0.822
0.352

-0.124

19.46 18.98
-0.0367

-1.11
-1.20

0.0097
0.0113
0.0466

-0.108

-0.153 -0.141

ASPECT CATEGORY
N
NE
E
SE
S
SW
W
NW

LEVEL - VALLEY
- HILLTOP

aspect sig. level

-0.03
-1.79
***

1.01
(0.08)
1.87

(-1.89)
1.09

-0.32
-0.30
-0.68
0.30

-1.19
it**

SOIL CATEGORY
Brown earth
Podsol
Iron pan
Peaty gley
S. W. gley
Basin bog
Flushed peat
Unflushed peat
Skeletal

soil sig. level

1.65 2.38 3.01
-0.54 -0.86 (-0.68)
-0.66 -0.96 -1.14
0.42 0.21 0.07
0.89 0.86 1.15

-1.92 -1.07 (-1.98)
-0.31 -0.54 -0.77
-1.72 -1.97 -1.39
(2.29) (1.91) (1.17)
** *+* **ii

Total R2% 83.9 83.8 86.6

() figures in brackets indicate illogical values usually due
to low numbers of observations in that category.
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Table 15. Coefficients for models including categorial variables
PWD and Oceanity.

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT

CONSTANT
ELEVATION
TATTER
TATTER S.L.
ACC. TEMP.
ACC. TEMP. S.L.
TOPEX
SLOPE
CROP AGE

19.4
-0.0347

18.7 17.9
-0.0334

-1.20
-1.04

0.0098
0.0102
0.0416

-0.11
-0.078
-0.115

-1.14

0.0105
0.0443

-0.111

PWD CATEGORY
1 (-25 - 50 mm)
2( 0 -  25mm)
3 ( 0-500mm)
4 ( > 500 mm)

PWD sig. level

0.57 -0.16
0.14 0.20

-0.11 -0.24
-0.61 0.11
NS NS

OCEANITY CATEGORY
1 (Hyper)
2 oh)
3 (Hemi)

-0.19 -0.32
0.56 0.66

-0.37 -0.34
* **Oceanity sig. level

R' 71.8% 74.9% 72.1% 75.0%

17.8

-1.01

0.0096

-0.082
-0.116
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of categorical variables included is large compared with the number of

observations, with the result that a number of slightly aberrant values occur.

The effects of aspect were also estimated by separating out level sites

(valley bottom and hilltop) using dummy variables and applying trignometric

transformations to the angle of aspect of the remaining sites (see models 50,

53, and 55). The trignometric function for model 50 is plotted in Figure 25.

The aspect effects shown in Table 14 and Figure 25 show that growth rates

are higher on sites with easterly aspects than those with westerly aspects.

These differences were statistically significant (P < 0.001) and increased the r*

values of the models to 77 - 86 per cent.

Comparison of Figure 25 with Figure 16 shows that the distribution of

productivity with respect to aspect follows a pattern converse to the pattern of

windiness (tatter rate). This analysis indicates that wind is the most important

factor in determining the growth rates of tree with respect to aspect and

apparently dominates any effect of increased solar radiation which might have

been expected to lead to increased productivity on south facing slopes.

5.3.3.2 Soil type.

Nine categories were used to estimate the effects of soil type according to

the Forestry Commission soil classification (Pyatt 1982) ie. brown earths (BE)

podsols (POD), iron pan (IP), peaty gley (PG), surface water gley (SWG), basin

bog (Be), flushed peat (FP), unflushed peat (UP), and skeletal soils (SK).

Table 14 and Figure 26 show the effects of the different soil types in terms

of their associated deviation from average in m3 ha-’ yr-‘. These differences

were significant (0.01 < P < O.OOl), despite the inclusion of soil type only

increasing the r* values by 2 - 4 per cent.

Reference to Figure 26 shows that the most productive soils are brown

earths (approx +2 m3 ha-’ yr-‘) followed by surface water gleys (+1 m3 ha-’

yr-‘). Podsols, iron pans and peaty gleys all gave values close to average.

Basin bogs gave values of about -1.5 m3 ha-’ yr-’ but these were based on

only two observations. Flushed peats showed values around -0.5 m3 ha-’ yr-’

and unflushed peats values around -2 m3 ha-’  yr-‘. Skeletal soils give,

somewhat surprisingly, values of about +0.5 m3 ha-’ yr-‘, but this value is
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based on very few observations. The total range ie. from +2 to -2 m3 ha-’ yr-’

does not appear to be very large but it should be remembered that this is

variation which is accounted for after climatic and some of the topographic

effects have been included.

5.3.3.3 Potential water deficit.

Potential water deficit (PWD) was included to test for possible detrimental

effects of either deficient or excessive rainfall on productivity (see section

2.1.4.3). No significant differences were apparent when the four PWD classes

were introduced as categorical variables into models 44 and 46 (see Table 15).

PWD was not included in further regression analysis.

5.3.3.4 Oceanicity.

Oceanicity was included to test for possible effects due to the distribution

of growing season warmth throughout the year, oceanic climates being

characterised by relatively long and cool growing seasons in comparison with

more continental ones (see section 2.1.4.3). Table 15 shows that significant

differences between the oceanicity classes did occur (P < 0.05),  with the

highest productivity values being recorded in the intermediate “euoceanic”

class. This result is contrary to view that the productivity of Sitka spruce

increases as the oceanicity of the climate increases. However the differences

between the classes were relatively small and increases in r* values achieved

by including oceanicity were less than 1 per cent. For these reasons it seemed

that oceanicity was not a particularly useful variable for explaining the

remaining variation in GYC and it was not included in further models.

5.3.4 The best regression models.

Multiple regression analysis has demonstrated that the productivity of Sitka

spruce is related to the following site variables:

1. Climatic - accumulated temperature and windiness. These effects

are mediated by both increasing elevation and geographical location.

2. Topographic - geomorphic shelter and aspect, apparently through

their effect on wind-climate.

3. Crop age.
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4. Soil type.

Models 51 to 57 (Table 14) include all these effects and account for 75 per

cent to 82 per cent of the variation in GYC for the complete data set and 84 to

86 per cent of the variation In GYC for plots having received standard

silvicultural treatment.

Two basic forms of model can be employed. Firstly the effects of the

climatic and topographic variables can be estimated by the two variables

“estimated tatter rate” and “estimated accumulated temperature” (models 52

and 56). This gives a fairly rational and expedient basis for a model. However,

the process of extrapolation by which these values are arrived at introduces

sources of error to the model the magnitude of which are largely unknown.

Further, estimates of the effect of geomorphic shelter and aspect are included

solely through their effects on estimated tatter rate. Although there is good

evidence indicating that the effects of geomorphic shelter and aspect on GYC

are closely related to their effects on wind conditions, this is obviously an

oversimplification.

Alternatively models can be developed based on elevation and the sea-level

values of estimated tatter rate and estimated accumulated temperature (models

53, 54, 55 and 57). Although there are also errors attached to these values, the

effects of elevation, geomorphic shelter and aspect can be included

independently in the subsequent regression analysis, thus largely excluding the

extrapolation process as a source of error. Models 53 and 55 present the

effects of the various factors in a way which is easily adaptable for practical

use and in which all the coefficients are logical (with the possible exceptions of

the values for basin bogs and skeletal soils which were based on only a few

observations).

Models 54 and 57 whilst explaining more of the variation in GYC than the

other models also include several apparently slightly aberrant coefficients due

to the relatively high number of categorical predictor variables in relation to

the number of observations. This is particularly true of the model based on

the data from plots having received standard silvicultural treatment.

Models 52, 53, 55 and 56 were selected as giving the most reliable and

complete picture of the relationships between the site factors and productivity.
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The regression analyses and analyses of variance for these models are given in

Appendix 7. The following sections describe assessment of the precision of

these equations and their validation using a new set of observations.

5.3.5 Confidence Limits.

Confidence limits for multiple linear regressions can be given by the

following generalised equation:

C.L. = Y’ &tJ{s* + R/m} . . . . . . . . . (58)

S = standard deviation of fitted y-value

R = residual mean square of regression equation

m = no. of new observations with a specific

combination of x-values to which the

confidence limits are to apply.

Standard texts on regression analysis (eg. Freese 1964, Mead and Curnow 1983)

often highlight two special cases of this (or similar) equations, namely the case

when m is equal to infinity and that when m = 1. In the first case, the term

R/m becomes zero and the confidence limits apply to the estimate of the mean

y-value for all cases in the population which has been sampled with the

specified combination of x-values. This is equivalent to the confidence limits

for the regression equation, the confidence limits giving the range of values

within which the true relationship lies with a probability of 95 in 100. The

second case where m=l gives confidence limits (prediction limits) which apply

to the predicted y-value of a single new observation. These limits are wider

than the confidence limits for the regression line because they take account of

the variation of the individual observations about their mean for the specified

combination of x-values.

In previous studies of the relationships between productivity and site

factors the confidence limits calculated on the basis of m=infinity have often

been applied (eg. Cook et al. 1977, Blyth 1974a),  presumably because it was

considered relevant to give an estimate of the mean productivity and

accompanying confidence limits for a// the land in the sample population with

specific combinations of x-variables. In the case of this study, prediction of
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the mean productivity for all the land (in Scotland and N.England) is not

considered to be a relevant consideration as land is generally bought and

managed in smaller blocks. The estimates of productivity for these smaller

blocks will have a greater amount of variability attached to them than the

estimates of mean productivity. Equally predictions based on a single 0.04 ha

plot are not considered to be particularly relevant because this is a far smaller

area than any practical management unit.

The picture is further complicated by the fact that some of the residual

variation in the models may be site-related ie. certain sites (locations) may be

associated with specific values of error. In this context it should be realized

that prediction of productivity will almost always be carried out for a specific

site (location) rather than for areas of land distributed throughout Scotland and

northern England.

As a first step in deciding appropriate confidence limits for application of

the best models in a practical context it was assumed that the error variance

was not site-related. An area of land for which a prediction of productivity is

required may be considered as an agglomeration of m 0.04 ha plots and the

appropriate confidence interval can be calculated by applying equation 58

above. Confidence limits for the “best” regression models (52, 53, 55 and 56)

were calculated for the cases m=l (prediction limit for individual observation)

and m=infinity (c.1.  for regression line) with the x values set both at mean

values and at extreme values (see Table 16). To illustrate the way in which the

confidence limits change with changing values of m, confidence limits for

model 53 were also calculated for values of m between 1 and 250 (see Figure

27).

The width of the confidence limits declined rapidly with increasing values of

m until by a value of 25 (which is equivalent to an area of one hectare) the

value is fl.O m3 ha-’ yr-’ for mean values of X and 1.4 for extreme values of

X.

The second step was then to test for the existence of a site-related

component of the error variance which would increase the error of predicted

values of productivity for specific locations. This was done by fitting a model

with all the appropriate predictor variables, plus dummy variables for each of

the 37 sites (locations). This was carried out for the models based on the
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complete data set (models 52 and 53). The following section describes the

calculations for model 52 and gives the results for model 53 which were

calculated in an identical fashion (see Appendix 7 for regression analyses).

The amount of variation accounted for by the set of dummy variables for

site (location) was calculated and tested against the residual mean square in

the normal way. The f-value was:

sum of squares (site) 232.95
f = -__---------------  = -m-B = 2.386 (36 and 139 d.f.)

(n- l)RMS 36(3.77)

where n = number of sites

RMS = residual mean square (see Table 16)

The f-value was highly significant demonstrating that a proportion of the

variance was site-related. This means that the variance can be regarded as

having a between-site (location) component and a within-site component. The

between-site component will have a value which can be considered as being

independent of the number of new observations (m) whereas the within-site

component will be reduced as m increases in a similar fashion to that

described in the preceding section. This can be expressed as follows:

Error of predicted Y = E, + S12 + S,*/m

where E, is the error associated with the estimates of the

coefficients for the predictor variables.

S12 is the site related component of error

s,* is is the within site error

m is the number of observations ( = area of land)

to which the prediction applies

The quantities S12 and S,* can be estimated from the analysis of variance from

model 52 above in the following way:



SOURCE DF SS MS ERROR MS

Regression 11

Error

Sites (locations) 36 323.95 8.999 S,* + qS,*

Within sites 140 335.41 2.394 s,*

Total Error 176 659.09 3.745

where S12 is between site error variance

S,* is within site error variance

and q = ---
1 CN[ - Ff = 4.98

k - l Ni

where k = number of sites

Ni = number of plots at i’th site

From this it is possible to estimate S12 as follows:

s,* =
(8.999 - 2.394)
- - - - - - - - - - - - = 1.326

4.98

The effective variance on which to base confidence limits is then:

Vat Y’ = Sf2 + S12 + S,*/m

where Sf* is the standard deviation of the fitted y value (Table 16)

Because the area of land for which any prediction will be made will be

vastly larger than the size of the original plots, m will always be very large and

the term S,*/m will be very small and for practical purposes can be ignored.

Appropriate confidence limits with X values set at mean levels are therefore:

Y’ *tJ{s$ + S12}

= 13.9 f 1.96/{0.0625 + 1.326) = 13.9 k2.31

Similar calculations for sites with X-values at extreme levels gave

confidence limits of k2.6 m3 ha-’ yr-’ (see Table 16) . Thus the 95 per cent
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confidence limits for the prediction of GYC for a specific site (aquisition) are

between 2.3 and 2.6 m3 ha-’ yr-‘. The mean deviation of the predicted values

from the actual values (assuming normally distributed values of Y’) can be

given by multiplying the standard error of the predicted Y value by the ratio:

(2/lr)-*  (Moran 1968)

This gives a value for mean deviation of predicted values from actual values for

one sift? (based on mean values of X) of kO.94 m3 ha-’ yr-‘. The

corresponding values for extreme X-values are kl.05 m3 ha-’ yr-‘. This level

of precision is probably adequate for the models to be of use in practical

applications in forestry.

5.3.6 Validation of regression models.

Validation of the regression models was carried out by recording values of

productivity (GYC) and the relevant site factors for 36 new sample plots from

14 forests in Scotland. The plots were chosen by local Forestry Commission

research staff to be representative of the growth of Sitka spruce on upland

sites at various elevations within their regions and to be free from serious

establishment problems (heather check, frost, waterlogging). The data are

shown in Appendix 8a. The observed values of GYC for each plot and those

predicted by models 52, 53, 55, and 56 are shown in Appendix 8b, and are

summarised in Table 17 and Figure 28 below. Values predicted by the Forestry

Commission site-yield guide (Busby 1974) are also shown. The relationship

between actual and predicted GYC for model 53 is shown in Figure 28 and

corresponding values predicted by Busboy  (1974) are shown in Figure 29. Two

of the observations were treated as outliers because the GYC values deviated

widely from predicted values and were considered as unrepresentative (GYC 24

on deep peat on an exposed site in Caithness, and GYC 9 on a flushed peat at

200 m at Sunart).

Table 17 shows the mean deviations (actual minus predicted GYC) for the

single plots, for the forests (with > 1 plot) and for all the plots combined.

Values are given excluding the two observations considered as outliers. The

predictions of GYC for the 32 single plots varied from the observed values by

on average f 1.48 - 1.76 m3 ha-’ yr-‘, those for the 9 individual forests varied

by fl.O1 - 1.28 m3 ha-’ yr-’ and the mean for all the plots differed from the

true mean by 0.02 to - 0.67 m3 ha-’ yr-‘. This compares with figures of about
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Figure 28. Relationship between observed GYC and predicted GYC
(model 53)
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Figure 29. Relationship between observed GYC and values
predicted by Busby (1974)
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f4.4, k2.65  and a mean error of - 4.1 m3 ha-’ yr-’ for estimates derived from

the site/yield guides published by the Forestry Commission (Busby 1974). It

should be noted that the estimates given by Busby (1974) are for whole

compartments and therefore contain an intentional element of underestimation.

Table 17 also gives the r2 values for the regressions of actual GYC on

predicted GYC. These were close to 63 per cent for all the models, which is

somewhat lower than the values for the equations from the original data. The

r2 value for the regression using estimates from Busby (1974) was only 6.8 per

cent (see Figure 29).

These values of mean deviation for the individual forests are similar to

those predicted by analysis of the standard error of the regression models (see

section 5.3.5). Thus for a single location (forest block) the best regression

models in this study would apparently predict GYC with a mean error of about

f 1 m3 ha-’ yr-‘. With the possible exception of the “experienced local

forester”, this represents a considerable improvement over existing methods of

yield prediction.

5.4 Principal component analysis.

Principal component analysis (PCA) and factor analysis are forms of

multivariate analysis which have occasionally employed in investigations of

forest site-growth relationships (eg. Malcolm 1970, Blyth 1974a,  Cook 1971,

Hunter and Gibson 1984). Such techniques have also been employed in

ecological studies of the relationships between site and vegetation (eg. Gittins

1969). The advantages cited by users of these techniques include:

1. They provide a useful exploratory technique when correlations between

a relatively large number of variables are being investigated.

2. They provide a method of reducing a large number of inter-related

variables to a smaller number of components.

3. The components are orthogonal and can therefore be used in subsequent

regression analysis.

In the context of site-growth relationship studies the disadvantages of

these techniques are:
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1. They are very susceptible to changes in scales of measurement.

2. Interpretation of the results for practical purposes can be problematic.

3. It is more difficult to construct predictive models from the results

than when using regression analysis.

Principle component analysis uses as input the deviations of the values of

variables from their means, usually in the form of correlation or covariance

matrices. For this reason the technique is essentially similar to correlation and

regression techniques. In this study a limited amount of PCA was carried out

with the aim of presenting the correlations between the variables in a more

informative fashion and confirming the choice of variables made using

regression techniques.

Principal component analysis was carried out for the complete data set in

the following stages:

1. Calculation of a correlation matrix.

2. Calculation of the component loadings, latent roots and the amount

of variance associated with each component.

3. Regression of GYC against the component scores using stepwise

regression techniques.

The variables included were GYC, elevation, topex, slope, windzone,

estimated accumulated temperature, estimated tatter rate, estimated rainfall,

PWD (class) and oceanicity (class).

Table 18 shows the component loadings, latent roots and the amount of

variance explained for the components with latent root exceeding a value of 1.

Component 1, which explains the greatest amount of variation in the data,

shows high values of loadings for the variables topex, slope, rainfall and PWD.

The value for GYC is relatively small. This indicates that that the data is well

separated by these variables but that they are not immediately related to GYC.

Component 2 shows high values of loadings for GYC, elevation, tatter rate and

accumulated temperature indicating strong relationships between them.

Component 3 shows high values of loadings for GYC, windzone, tatter rate and
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oceanicity.

The loadings on component 1 plotted against the loadings on component 2

is shown in Figure 30, which displays many of the more important results of

the correlation analysis (see section 5.2) in diagrammatical form. The close

relationships between topex, slope, rainfall, PWD and age described in section

5.2 are apparent. The low loadings of these variables on component 2 indicates

that these factors are relative poorly related to GYC, elevation, tatter rate and

accumulated temperature. The  c lose relationship b e t w e e n  G Y C  a n d

accumulated temperature is apparent as well as negative relationships between

GYC and elevation, GYC and tatter rate, and temperature and elevation.

Elevation and windzone  are positively related due to exposed areas occurring at

increasingly high elevation with increasing windzone number.

Figure 31 shows highest and lowest component scores for each of the sites

for components 1 and 2. This gives a diagrammatic representation of the main

characteristics of the sites. For example the lowest yielding and highest

elevation sites are located in the top right-hand corner of the diagram (Queens,

Torrachilty,) whereas the lowest elevation and highest yielding sites are at the

bottom left-hand side of the diagram (Ratagan). The sites with high topex,

slope, rainfall, PWD and age are Glenshiel, Ballachulish, and Sunart, these

contrasting with sites such as Deer, Rumster, Lewis and Borgie which have low

values of topex, slope, and age and are relatively dry sites (for this data set).

This gives a relatively clear picture of the major relationships in the data and

indicates the characteristics of the different sites which have given rise to

them.

Stepwise  regression analysis was carried out of GYC against component

scores produced by PCA excluding GYC as a variable. The results are shown in

Table 19. The first component chosen was component 2 which can be

interpreted as an expression of elevation, accumulated temperature and

windiness. The second component was component 3 which includes the effect

windiness, windzone  (positively correlated with GYC) and moisture regime of

the sites (increasing rainfall being negatively related to GYC). The increase in r*

values as the different components are included is only modest and this

analysis certainly does not provide a superior method of constructing models

to that of regression analysis shown in section 5.3. The choice of variables

made using PCA (elevation, accumulated temperature and tatter rate) confirms
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the choices made using regression analysis.

5.5 The effects of elevation on tree form.

Previous studies have indicated that a relationship exists between elevation

and the height to diameter ratio of trees in windy climates (Malcolm and

Studholme 1972, Hughes 1979). This is considered to be the result of the

action of wind both in redistributing stem diameter increment (Hughes 1979)

and (at least in the case of Sitka spruce in Britain) in causing repeated loss of

height increment by leader breakage.

In this study there was only a poor relationship between H/D ratio of the

top height trees and elevation, with elevation explaining only 11 percent of the

variation in H/D ratio. The relationship is shown below:

H/D = 65.0 - O.O254(elevation) R-sqd = 1 1.1%

A better relationship was obtained between H/D ratio and estimated tatter rate,

indicating that wind is indeed the main agent causing changes in tree form on

high-elevation sites. Taper increased from H/D ratio values of about 70 on

relatively sheltered sites to about 45 on exposed sites. The relationship is

shown in Figure 32. Height to diameter ratio was also affected by the age of

the crop, tending to increase with increasing age. The best relationship

describing the increase in H/D ratio with decreasing site windiness and

increasing crop age was:

H/D ratio = 51.8 - 1.92(tatter)  + 1 .17(age) - O.O139(age)*

R-sqd 58.3%

5.6 The effect of site factors on Production Class and Local Yield Class.

The Production Class system provides a means of applying different top

height/volume functions when estimating maximum mean annual increment

(GYC) from the top height of crops. This is intended to take account of

regional variations in the relationship between top height and tree volume.

Production Class is applied as a positive or negative adjustment to general

yield class (giving “local” yield class - LYC), General Yield Class being arrived

at by using the average top height/volume function. A systematic increase in

tree taper with increasing site elevation or windiness should be reflected in an

increase in Production Class as the basal area of crops increases relative to
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their top height.

Production Class in this study was arrived at with reference to the

relationship between the top height and the cumulative basal area production

of the crop (Edwards and Christie 1981). I t  was possible to estimate

production class for 97 of the plots assessed in this survey. These were the

crops which were unthinned and had top heights greater than 6 m (the

minimum value for which Production Class functions are given).

Production Class varied fairly widely from plot to plot and showed an

average value of 0.53 m3 ha-’ yr-‘. This indicates that the crops surveyed in

this study have a modestly higher basal area for a given top height than the

national average, and accordingly a slightly higher standing volume for a given

top height. Production Class increased with increasing elevation but the

relationship was not a close one, elevation accounting for 23 percent of the

variation in Production Class.

Production Class = -3.36 + O.OlOS(elevation) r* = 23.2%

Rather surprisingly the relationship between Production Class and estimated

tatter rate was very poor tatter rate accounting for only 12.2 per cent of the

variation in Production Class. Stepwise  regression analysis showed that

Production Class was best related to elevation, stocking (n/ha) and estimated

tatter rate, but even then the relationship was not close. The relationships

were positive with all the variables as shown below:

Production Class = -9.02 +O.O075(elevation)  + O.O015(stocking)

+ 0.29(tatter)

The relationships between Production Class and environmental factors (and

crop stocking) though present were poor. This is probably because the

Production Class system is designed to be applied on a regional basis and

should not strictly be applied to an area as small as a plot. Further it should

only be applied to fully stocked and preferably older crops. Much of the

variation in Production Class encountered in this study seems to stem from a

high degree of variation in basal area growth in the plots, this variability being

considerably greater than the corresponding variation in height growth of the

top height trees (ie. GYC). This is because no attempt was made to locate the



plots in areas of totally even stocking and growth as it was felt that this would

give an unrepresentative picture of productivity on high elevation sites. As a

result a high degree of spatial variation in basal area growth and stocking was

encountered, particularly on the poorest sites and in young crops. This

manifested itself as small gaps, areas of partially checked growth and in some

areas very high stocking rates. The poor correlations described above indicate

that application of the Production Class system to single plots in predominately

young crops on high elevation sites stretches the system beyond the limits for

which it was designed.

Local Yield Class for the 97 plots was only poorly correlated with site

factors. Stepwise  regression of LYC on all the site factors included in this

study failed to give models which explained more than 40 per cent of the

variation in LYC. These low levels of correlation result from the high degree of

spatial variation in basal area growth described above.

5.7 Conclusions.

1. The productivity of Sitka spruce on upland sites is related to both

climatic factors and soil type. The proportion of the total  variation in

productivity accounted for by climatic (and topographic) factors was high

(70-78 per cent), whereas the contribution due to soil type was very modest

(2-3 per cent). This probably reflects both the dominating influence of climatic

factors on upland sites and the effects of site amelioration practices which are

aimed at removing edaphic limitations to growth.

2. The climatic factors most closely related to productivity were measures

of site temperature and site windiness. Productivity was apparently unrelated to

estimates of site moisture status (rainfall and PWD class). Productivity, site

windiness and site temperature are all closely related to elevation.

3. Productivity was related to the topographic factors topex and aspect,

high levels of productivity being associated with areas of high geomorphic

shelter and east facing aspects. This pattern is the converse of the results

from the analysis of the tatter data (see section 4.2.4) indicating that the

influence of topography on productivity is largely mediated by its effects on

wind-climate. The was no apparent evidence of solar radiation causing higher

levels of of productivity on south-facing as opposed to north-facing aspects.
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4. Productivity was significantly negatively correlated with crop age. This is

probably the result of the improved standards of silvicultural treatment on

growth during the establishment phase of the crops.

5. Soil type was significantly related to productivity, the main soil types

ordering themselves with respect to productivity as follows: brown earth >

surface water gley > podsol,  iron pan, peaty gley > flushed peat > basin bog,

unflushed peat.

6. Regression equations were calculated which included climatic factors,

topographic factors, soil type and crop age. These explained 75-86 per cent of

the variation in productivity and could be used as a basis for the prediction of

productivity. Confidence limits for the prediction of GYC for a specific site

(acquisition) were k2.3 - 2.6 m3 ha-’ yr-’ and the mean deviation of predicted

GYC from actual GYC was k0.93 - 1.05 m3 ha-’ yr-‘.

7. Comparison of the best models with validation data showed that the

predictions of GYC for 32 single plots varied from observed values by an

average of k1.5 - 1.8 m3 ha-’ yr-‘, for the 9 individual forests varied by +l.O -

1.3 m3 ha-’ yr-’ and the mean for all the plots differed from the true mean by

0.02 to - 0.7 m3 ha-’ yr-‘. This compares with figures of about f4.4 , k2.6 and

a mean error of - 4.1 for estimates derived from site/yield guides published by

the Forestry Commission (Busby 1974).

8. Increasing elevation and windiness were associated with increasing stem

taper. The relationships between site factors and Production Class and Local

Yield Class were not close due to a high degree of variation in basal area

growth encountered in the crops surveyed.
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CHAPTER 6

ESTIMATING POTENTIAL PRODUCTIVITY.

6.1 Introduction.

The potential productivity of forest land is a concept used to describe the

maximum rate of production attainable by an area of land over a given period

of time under the prevailing climatic conditions. In semi-natural forests

potential productivity may be regarded as the maximum rates of productivity

which occur naturally (Weetman 1983). but in managed forests the attainment

of optimal edaphic conditions by cultivation and fertilising is usually assumed

(Ford 1983).

The theory of potential productivity has largely been developed by crop

ecologists (Ford 1983) and only relatively recently have attempts been made to

apply these theories to forests (Jarvis 1981). The potential productivity of

forest land has been reviewed by Jarvis (1981). Axelsson (1983) and Weetman

(1983). Estimates of the potential productivity of forest land can be obtained

either from theoretical consideration of tree assimilation processes or from

forest growth data (Jarvis 1981). Problems arise in the first method due to

inadequate knowledge of the quantities involved (Jarvis 1981) and in the latter

due to the variety of possible quantities and time periods used to describe

productivity (total dry weight, stem dry weight, volume ; period of maximum

current annual increment, whole rotation).

It is apparent from previously published growth data that actual growth

rates generally fall far short of potential growth rates. Jarvis (1981) estimated

the mean annual and the maximum stem dry weight production of a selection

of trees and agricultural crops from from various literature sources. The mean

annual stemwood  productivity of British conifers over a rotation length (in this

case period up to age of maximum mean annual increment) was between 2 and

4 t ha-’ yr-‘, with maximum current annual increments of between 7 and 12 t

h a - ’  yr-‘. The average productivity levels of several agricultural crops in

temperate zones were similar, being between about 2 and 8 t ha-’ yr-‘. The

maximum productivity levels of coniferous crops are given as 20 - 50 t ha-’

yr” total dry weight production over short periods in the rotation. This is
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equivalent to about 13 - 33 t  ha-’  yr-’ stemwood  dry weight production,

illustrating that actual productivity levels are considerably below potential.

Ovington (1962) calculated a maximum net rate of current annual productivity

for British conifers to be 22 t ha-’ yr-‘, with the mean rate for the entire

rotation of 15 t ha-’ yr-‘. This is equivalent to about 17 and 12 t ha-’ yr-’

respectively for stem dry weight.

The value of potential productivity lies mainly in the fact that it can be used

as a yardstick against which to assess actual productivity (Ford 1983).

Reductions in productivity from a theoretical maximum can be studied in

relation to various site conditions or crop treatments. Various such studies

have been carried out for horticultural crops. For example Black (1964)

described losses in the productivity of clover which were attributable to

summer drought, inadequate leaf development in spring and excessive leaf

development in autumn. From a practical point of view knowledge of the

potential productivity of forest land could conceivably be used in land-use

decisions and to resolve some of the long standing problems concerning the

efficacy of various silvicultural treatments such as fertilising.

Fraser (1970) identified the highest GYC values recorded in Forestry

Commission sample plots at various elevations, but no systematic attempt has

been made in Britain to estimate the potential productivity of forest land under

a range of climatic conditions. In the present study fairly good relationships

have been demonstrated between productivity and the temperature conditions

and wind-climate of upland sites. It was decided to try to estimate the

maximum productivity level attained over a range of climatic conditions by

identifying the plots showing the highest GYC values for specified conditions

of climate (ie. specified temperature and wind conditions). This would then

allow comparison between this theoretical maximum attainable level of

productivity and those achieved in practice. The effects of various site factors

could then be expressed in terms of their effect in reducing productivity from a

theoretical maximum level. These reductions would be independent of the

main climatic factors affecting productivity (temperature and windiness) but

would be affected by all the other site and crop factors (particularly edaphic

factors) known to influence productivity. Thus as well as being interesting in its

own right, potential productivity also provides a means of segregating out the

effects of the most important climatic factors from the remaining complex of

site factors.



6.2 Calculation of “maximum attained yield class”.

Any specific combination of values of accumulated temperature and tatter

rate will be associated with a mean value of General Yield Class about which

the observed values in the data will be distributed (in theory normally

distributed) in a pattern determined largely by the effects of all the remaining

site and crop factors. The aim of the analysis was to identify those data points

which showed the maximum yield class values for specified conditions of

estimated tatter rate and estimated accumulated temperature.

A two-way table was prepared in which the range of values of estimated

tatter rate and estimated mean annual accumulated temperature were divided

into suitable cells (Table 20). The following values were recorded for each cell:

1. The highest value of yield class.

2. The value of the residual for the data points in 1. above arrived at

from a regression of GYC on estimated tatter rate and estimated

accumulated temperature (ie. model 23 - see Table 9). This provides

estimates of how far above the mean value of GYC these “maximum

attained” values of GYC lie.

This table was used as the basis for selecting the plots which were thought

to represent most closely the highest rates of productivity attainable over the

range of climatic conditions encountered. No standard statistical procedure

exists upon which to base such a selection process. It was not possible simply

to choose those plots with the largest positive residuals (actual GYC -

predicted mean GYC) because the residuals were apparently related to the GYC

values, ie. decreasing values of GYC were associated with decreasing values of

the residuals. The choice of plots was made so that each of the classes of

GYC value 12-16, 16-20, 20-24, >24 was represented by at least 4 plots, the

plots with the highest residual values being chosen. Only one plot was

considered suitable to represent GYC values of 12 or less.

The relationships between productivity of these high yielding plots and

tatter rate and temperature were then investigated using regression analysis,

giving the following results:
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Maximum attained GYC = 7.50 - 0.942(tatter)  + O.O168(acc.  temperature)

r2 = 91.4% . . . . . . . . . . . (58)

Maximum attained GYC = 10.2 - O.O387(elevation)  + O.O398(topex)

- 0.802(tatter  s.1.) + O.OlGl(temperature  s.1.)

r2 = 92.1% . . . . . . . . . . . (59)

The relatively high r2 values are a reflection of the reduction in variation

achieved by selecting the most highly productive sites. Productivity levels on

such sites should be closely related to cl imatic factors and relatively

independent of edaphic conditions which (at least in theory) should be optimal.

It should be emphasised that the values of maximum attained GYC do not

exactly represent the maximum attainable productivity. This is because the

data were taken from a pool of only 188 data points, none of which were

chosen in the field specifically to represent potential growth rates. The plots

chosen to represent the maximum attained level of productivity (19 in total)

constitute 10% of the plots assessed. The productivity levels indicated by

equations 58 and 59 above therefore represent the GYC values which one

would expect to be exceeded with a frequency of 5 per cent.

Using the above equations, values of maximum attained GYC can be

calculated for a range of climatic conditions. Figure 33 shows the values

calculated for a range of elevations using equation 59 assuming the average

values of topex, sea-level windiness and sea-level temperature encountered in

this study. These values range from about GYC 32 at sea-level to GYC 6 at 650

m. This range of values is very similar to that quoted by Fraser (1970) arrived

at by inspection of Forestry Commission sample plot data. A value of GYC of

32 is equivalent to a maximum mean annual dry weight increment of stemwood

matter of 11.2 t ha-’ yr-‘. (see Jarvis 1981),  which is very close to the value of

12 quoted by Ovington (1962). The maximum elevation at which GYC 12 (the

national average) can occur is predicted as about 500 m and the maximum for

GYC 8 is a little over 600 m.

Values of GYC for Sitka spruce in southern Ireland frequently exceed 30 and

values of between 36 and 40 have been recorded in young stands growing at

about 100 m above sea-level (Davis 1982). Assuming a value for accumulated

temperature at sea-level of 2100 day-degrees (Meteorological Offlce 1952) and
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wind conditions similar to the average for Scotland the maximum attained GYC

for such a site predicted by equation 59 is 37.3 m3 ha-’ yr-‘.

6.2.1 Comparison with subcompartment data-base values of GYC.

Values of maximum attained GYC were calculated from equation 59 for a

range of elevations for two contrasting forests; Clatteringshaws (Galloway) and

Drummond Hill (Perthshire). Clatteringshaws has a high proportion of peaty

soils and is relatively exposed, whereas Drummond Hill is typified by mineral

soils and a relatively sheltered location. Both had been relatively recently

surveyed by the forest surveys branch of the Forestry Commission and data

were available for the GYC and elevation of each subcompartment. Stands

were selected which were at least 15 years old at the time of survey, so that

the crops were old enough to allow reasonably precise estimation of yield

class. Topex values are not recorded in the subcompartment data, so an

average value was applied for each forest based on the authors knowledge of

the areas (50 at Drummond Hill, 40 at Clatteringshaws).

Figures 34 and 35 show the values of GYC plotted against elevation and the

calculated maximum attained GYC values. Taking into consideration the low

precision of the subcompartment data and the fact that they are often subject

to a degree of intentional under-estimation (G.M. Locke pers. comm.),  the

predicted values of maximum attained GYC appear to correspond reasonably

well with the highest observed values of GYC. A considerable degree of

variation in relationship between GYC and elevation is apparent, particularly at

Clatteringshaws. Many of the subcompartments show values of GYC which lie

far below the maximum theoretically attainable, indicating that site conditions

other than temperature and windiness severely limit production. In the case of

Clatteringshaws the preponderance of peat soils and Callunadominated  sites

at relatively low elevations probably contributes to this effect.

6.3 Comparison of actual and maximum attained GYC.

Values of maximum attained GYC were calculated for all the plots assessed

in this study using equation 59, to give estimates of the potential productivity

(ie. the maximum productivity attained under the prevailing climatic conditions).

These values varied between GYC 8 and 30.

The ratio of actual GYC to maximum attained GYC was then calculated and
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Figure 34. Comparison of predicted maximum GYC and observed GYC
values at Drummond Hill forest (subcompartment data base)
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Figure 35. Comparison of predicted maximum GYC and observed GYC
values at Clatteringshaws forest (subcompartment data base:
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expressed as a percentage (“per cent maximum GYC”). This varied between 45

and about 100 per cent and was approximately normally distributed with a

mean value of 80.4 per cent. (see Figure 36). The values in excess of 100 per

cent were some of those used in the estimation of maximum attained GYC.

These reductions in productivity from a theoretical maximum are presumably

the result of the influence of environmental and crop factors other than

temperature and windiness. The value of 80 per cent is fairly high and is

probably a reflection of the fact that many of the crops surveyed only

experience relatively low levels of nutrient stress and transient water stress.

Values of  per  cent  maximum GYC were  a lso  ca lcu la ted  f rom the

subcompartment data for Clatteringshaws and Drummond Hill forests. In both

cases the values of per cent maximum GYC were more or less normally

distributed, with a mean at Drummond Hill of 65 per cent and at

Clatteringshaws of 55 per cent (see Figure 37). The generally lower values of

per cent maximum GYC arrived at from the subcompartment data are probably

a reflection of the rather less favourable sites (than those surveyed in the

present study) and the fact that areas with unsuccessful silviculture are

included. The conservative nature of GYC estimates in the subcompartment

database may also contribute (G.M. Locke pers. comm.). As mentioned above

the very low values of per cent maximum GYC recorded at Clatteringshaws

presumably result from nutrient stress and heather check on the widespread

peaty and Callunadominated  sites.

6.3.1 Factors affecting “per cent maximum GYC”.

The ratio of actual to maximum attainable productivity (per cent maximum

GYC) should in theory be affected by a multiplicity of site factors other than

those used to define the climate of the site for the purpose of calculating the

potential productivity. For the data in this project per cent maximum GYC was

found to be related to the following site factors: crop age, soil type and soil

rooting depth. Details of these relationships are given below.

6.3.1.1 Crop age.

Values of per cent maximum GYC increased with decreasing crop age,

crops younger than 20 years growing at 87 per cent of the theoretical

maximum attained GYC and those older than 40 years growing at about 65 per

cent (see Table 21 and Figure 38). The effect was significant (P < 0.001). This
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Figure 36. Histogram of per cent maximum GYC for the plots
surveyed in this study
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Figure 37. Histograms of per cent maximum GYC for Drummond
Hill and Clatteringshaws forests
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effect is similar to the significant effect of crop age demonstrated by

regression analysis and is probably largely due to the increasing standards of

silvicultural treatment applied to younger crops.

6.3.1.2 Soil type.

The effects of soil type on per cent maximum GYC are also shown in Table

21 and Figure 38. The soil types were generally found to order themselves in

relation to productivity as follows: brown earth > surface water gley > podsol,

iron pan, peaty gley > flushed peat > unflushed peat. The effect of soil type

was significant at the 5% level. The absolute values for per cent maximum GYC

for each soil type are largely dependent on the age class of the crop. These

differences are similar to the significant effects of soil demonstrated by

regression analysis (see section 5.3.3.2).

A comparison between the values of per cent maximum GYC for crops

planted prior to 1955 and those planted after 1965 was made for the main soil

groups (freely draining soils, gleys and peats). Most of the pre-1955 crops were

established with a minimum of site amelioration whereas the post-1965 crop

had all received modern silvicultural practice. In the pre-1955 crops the soil

type classes ordered themselves as follows: freely draining 74 per cent, gleys

69 per cent and peats 54 per cent (see Figure 39 for significant differences). In

the post-1965 crops the values of per cent maximum GYC had increased to

85-89 per cent (effect of age significant; P < 0.001) and the significant

differences between soil types had disappeared. In the time period concerned

peats showed an increase in per cent maximum GYC of 31 per cent, gleys of

20 per cent and freely drained soils of 12 per cent. This presumably reflects

the influence of site amelioration which is aimed at removing the limitations to

growth on poor sites, the greatest gains in terms of per cent maximum GYC

being achieved on the poorest sites. The fact that peats have apparently

“caught up” with the other main soil types in the youngest crops is rather

surprising. This is possibly attributable to the fact that a substantial proportion

of the data from young crops on peat soils come from Forestry Commission

experiments which are suspected of showing slightly higher GYC values than

standard plantations due to the rather greater degree of attention they receive

during establishment.
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6.3.1.3 Soil rooting depth.

The effects of soil rooting depth and total soil depth on per cent maximum

GYC were investigated for the 167 plots for which values of soil depth were

available. Regressions were calculated which included soil (total) depth, rooting

depth, age and soil type.

Percent maximum GYC was significantly correlated with rooting depth, but

the r2 value was only 24 per cent. Percent maximum GYC was not correlated

with total soil depth for the entire data set, but was if deep peats (which are

associated with high values of total depth) were excluded (r2 = 22%). In

equations already containing crop age and soil type (as estimated by dummy

variables), rooting depth and soil depth were not significantly related to per

cent maximum GYC.

6.4 Conclusions.

1. Estimates of maximum attained productivity can be made by analysis of

data from plots selected to represent the highest yielding crops sampled in this

study. These maximum attained GYC values are closely related to the

temperature and wind climate of the sites (r2 = 91%). Under average climatic

conditions in Scotland maximum attained GYC varies from about 32 near

sea-level to about 6 at 650 m.

2. The values of maximum attained GYC predicted for lowland sites by the

relationships between maximum attained GYC and climatic factors are very

similar to published values of potential forest productivity for conifers in

western Europe. This method of predicting maximum attained GYC also gives

values which are reasonably consistent with maximum levels of productivity

recorded for in the subcompartment data base for two Scottish forests

(Clatteringshaws, Drummond Hill).

3. The actual productivity levels at the plots in this study lay between 45

and about 100 per cent of the calculated “maximum attained”, with a mean

value of about 80 per cent. Values arrived at by inspection of subcompartment

data indicate that actual productivity in forest stands at Clatteringshaws and

Drummond Hill was on average 55 per cent and 65 per cent of the calculated

maximum attained.
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4. The ratio actual/maximum attained GYC was affected by crop age, soil

type and soil rooting depth.
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